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1) What social needs would

you like to serve by creating a

Mutual Aid Network?

We aim to assist the healing of Mother Earth, by assisting people in finding new ways

to access food that is not only healthier for their bodies, but enriching to soil, and less

intensive to produce and ship. We see food sovereignty as a cornerstone of creating a

new basis of community wealth, grown from the ground up, which will allow folks to

engage directly in their local neighborhoods, having plentiful basic health resources.

We continue the 'back to the land' initiative in America, this time also viewing vacant

and abandoned properties within city limits as ripe territory for cultivating with new

techniques for comfortable living spaces, permaculture gardens, and creative green

park spaces.

Our roots are artistic. In all of this, we aim to inspire folks to peer a bit deeper in to

themselves and their culture, and to engage in explorations of the heart. We value

caring for one another in times of sickness. I define sickness as "the inability to support

anyone else", encompassing not only physical disease but mental instability,

depression, and such.

We see need for deep healing on many levels. Recognizing that we share a home,

Earth, we call to unite in the work of regaining our place among nature, and our respect

for her gifts. From this space, we are valuable in our ability to generate and apply

abundance in cooperation with nature. I believe healing of the many dark issues of

american historical society will only be truly faced when we are able to recognize true

respect for one another, as brothers and sisters on one ship, the earthship. I hope that

with respect for the planet as our unity, we may find that common ground to resolve

cultural divides.

2) Please describe your goals

for becoming a MAN pilot

site.

FUNC provides Members a framework for engaging each other in dynamic forms of

exchange of work, creativity, resources, and solidarity. Members access a range of

opportunities. The FUNC is a solid foundation for meeting the needs of it's Members

(material & social), as it's Members contribute to the overall well-being and resource

base of the FUNC. By organized pools of skilled help, shared tools, group buying

power, emergency assistance, housing & land access, etc. the FUNC Members meet

their needs by working for the MAN, not by “working for the man at a dead-end job.”

We commit ourselves to following our high passions, and supporting others in this

pursuit.

Members of the FUNC discover new connections in their communities, that are able to

meet their daily requirements for life. Folks will learn to replace their reliance on a

single form of supply (usually, acquiring money first), with real human connections

locally and distant, which produce and provide for their needs in ways that are fair and

equal, and put human work in harmony with earth. We Step In To Our Stewardship Of

This Garden Earth. the FUNC exists to reveal to Members and the world a reclaimed

trust in our brethren and our Earth to provide for each other, day by day, that which we

need to live well.

MAN Pilot Site Application Form



3) What are the

demographics/characteristics

of the community you plan to

serve?

The initiators of this team are artists: muralists, musicians, etc. We coalesce around

natural foods and gardens. Our most apparent connections are with other artists, urban

farmers, herbalists, healers, and visionaries. Many of these people are greatly

undervalued in the mainstream economy, frankly struggling to survive. We hope to

improve the ease of wellbeing for these folks who produce great value in communities,

without receiving much from the economy.

Providence is a very diverse city. Our work in communal gardens has provided very

natural settings for people from different backgrounds to engage in novel ways, on

equal footing. Often the "third-world refugees" have been the master gardeners in the

FU communal gardens (namely from Liberia and Bhutan). There is a thriving urban

gardening movement here, with leaders from many countries and places. We hope to

support the creation of dynamic connections between these gardens and their

surrounding communities.

We have built trust with farmers throughout the area, and will be engaging them,

hopefully streamlining their efforts to distribute these local bounties. 

There are many folks within the urban areas actively seeking to improve their diet.

Folks with health issues like diabetes, gluten sensitivities or allergies, lyme disease,

and all, including the general effects of aging, will be part of the community we plan to

serve. 

In truth, I could say that every person in the State is part of our community and scope.

Yet our attention does point in some areas. I feel we will also be engaging directly with

the complexities of being homeless, and/or long-term unemployed, and working to

create ways for folks to be sheltered and well fed.

I also hope the Narragansett, Pequot, and all other Native Americans living in our area

will become involved. Providence is a place of peace, and I hope, reconciliation.

4) What is the geographic

scope of the planned MAN

pilot site (e.g. your block,

town, city, state, watershed,

etc.)?

Providence was founded as a "haven for those distressed of conscience", by Roger

Williams, who escaped assassination in the Massachusetts Bay Colony for questioning

their practice of claiming land which was already the territory of Native American

Tribes. He was given right to live here by the Narragansett chiefs Canonicus and

Miantonomi in 1636, naming this place "Providence."

We Live in the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations. We are the smallest

State in the Union, counting a million people, often used for demographic research for

our dense diversity and wit. The State is essentially one metro zone, with a great

acreage of forest and farmland (by some count 40%). Once home to a thriving shipping

industry, and a huge industrial boom, notably in textiles and jewelry, Providence was

known as “the Beehive of Industry,” and considered the world center of the Industrial

Revolution. In the 1940's Rhode Islanders produced more industrial goods per capita

than in any other State. Industry left for cheaper pastures, since the 70's, and we are

left with decaying mill buildings and loads of toxic substances throughout our cities,

waters, also buried haphazardly around the land. Our landfill is slated to be completely

full within ten years. In short, we inherit an incredible mess left by capitalist taker

hegemony; yet meanwhile, a deep spirit remains with this place. 

Rhode Island and Providence Plantations was abandoned by capital a lot earlier than

elsewhere in the States. This will be our basic zone, though we will not be hemmed by

borders, and may engage folks from Brooklyn, New York to Brooklin, Maine directly in

our network, as connecting by waterways is a great possibility. 

In short, the lands surrounding the Narragansett Bay, with Providence as our spiritual

hub of activity.



5) Please describe the

overview of your current

initiative(s).

Fertile Underground organized around land access, for Members to grow food. We

rented a vacant lot and did just that, connecting, growing foreign seeds, transforming a

toxic place into a spiritualized garden. After a bogus lockout scenario with the landlord,

we were encouraged to leave, and now garden in the front “yard” of our eldest

Member, on about 6200 sq.ft. A large group of Bhutanese refugees has taken over the

majority of gardening activities, as the original group lost cohesion around that garden

project during the transition. 

The core Members desired to make Fertile Underground their everyday business, not

just a hobby. To do so, we accepted an “orphaned grant” to open a grocery store in the

West Side neighborhood, which was a bona fide Food Desert. Our worker-cooperative

Grocery store, focused on Local and Natural Foods, has now been operating

successfully for over 3 years. While this venture remains in financial struggles and is

currently all-volunteer, it has provided income for various people at various times, and

we have served as a point of connection for many social and ecological groups over

the years. 

Fertile Underground Natural Cooperative exists as an umbrella cooperative. We also

contain a team known as the Comb Collective, who develop Cooperative accounting

tools, study law, along with administering a community currency known as COMB.

COMB has been in limited circulation for almost three years, and is a resource backed

currency, currently backed by the inventory of goods on hand at the FUG. 

A new Member to the FUNC is Roger Williams Trading Post, a Buying Club.

We create ways of support on basic needs, so people from all walks of life may be

sharing together an abundant feast, with musicians, kids playing, art installations in

public gardens all through this place.

6) What pieces of the MAN

framework will you be adding

and why?

Online tools for Members to engage with the structure and exchange of the FUNC, are

the next key component. When potential Members may confidently exchange their

time, energy, resources, or anything for Comb credits or physical notes, these will

exponentially gain traction and recognition. Collaborating with the Solidarity Economy

of eateries, venues, services, etc. in accepting and monitoring the flow of this

community exchange system will make the FUNC offering tangibly appealing.

Tool banks, Communal garden harvest-sharing techniques (the need which Comb was

originally created to solve), and a ready pool of skilled tradesmen, healers, and

services will allow folks to shift their need for money to a reliance on their community,

and a strong preference for 'keeping it in the FUNC.”

Renewing a FUNC-MAN Cooperative process, with regular (quarterly) meetings that

bring together stakeholders from a variety of communities poises us to address deep

issues that exist in our community. I aim to share the knowledge of Sociocracy 3.0 with

out cooperative. Shared work will grow a respect among groups which previously felt

segregated. An E-governance platform could be useful. Working with leaders in

community oversight (DARE, ONA, PrYSM;) to provide a well-respected arena for

handling disputes between individual cooperative Members of the FUNC.

We are greatly interested in the utilization of savings pools for covering alternative

health expenses. This has been done informally among us a few times over the years.



7) Who are the

collaborators/partners/networks

that you plan to work with in

creating your MAN Pilot Site?

Fertile Underground Grocery, Roger Williams Trading Post, Revive the Roots, Farmacy

Herbs, Environmental Justice League, SouthSide Community Land Trust, Little City

Growers Cooperative, F.U. Communal Gardens, many Farmers, Recycle-A-Bike, the

Steelyard, Columbus Theater Cooperative, AS220, Fete, New Life Painting, South

County Food Co-op, Fiddleheads Food Co-op, Inns on Block Island (Darius, Blue Dory,

Avonlea, Hygeia), yoga studios, all healers, Hope & Main (food biz incubator kitchens),

Equal Exchange, the Dean, Sol Chariots Pedicab Cooperative, Direct Action for Rights

& Equality, Olneyville Neighborhood Association, Providence Youth Student

Movement, Providence Improv Guild, Trade Unions, Grange Halls, the MET School,

West Side Play Space, Cooperative Homeschool for Everyone, and new children's

education groups, cafes & eateries, venues, salons, food stores, clothing exchangers,

practitioners, drinking establishments, tradesmen, Artists, woodsmen, the City of

Providence, Parks Department, church congregations, Save the Bay, Social Enterprise

Greenhouse, clothing shops, bike shops, Raw Power, Rhode Island School of Design,

Brown University, and other schools, Riverzedge, museums, &c.

8) What is your proposed

decision-making process?

Consent, as described in Sociocracy 3.0. It is a well laid out, elegant system that some

of us have been "imagining" for years and are quite impressed with seeing it described.

9) What is your proposed

governance structure?

I hope to explore the idea of having a general membership meeting of the FUNC,

perhaps bi-annually, as well as a 'delegates council' with representatives from many of

the organizations which choose to accept FUNC membership. I feel there is also room

for a board of directors, or council, for the FUNC, which would be free to create new

circles around drivers, and bring in voices from across the membership. I bet we will be

exploring the fractal governance model even within our own Pilot. For example, I could

see a circle on Sociocracy, with representatives from groups who are interested in

discussing it in detail and bringing that back. 

Organizations and Individuals would join the MainMAN directly, instantly able to

participate with all the other members. If they choose, they can also join the FUNC,

giving them a vote in our local meetings. This may be required for joining certain

savings pools or deeper initiatives that FUNC may be delivering. The hope is that by

having a more localized FUNC-MAN membership, that we can more strongly support

what's happening locally, and engage in a much deeper level. 

To be honest, I intend to engage much more with the potential partners about what this

would really be. FUNC membership up until now has been a more significant buy-in,

one day of work pledged to a cooperative share, giving access to voting rights and a

proportional split of the profits. This has been the process for new members of the FUG

cooperative, where we expect no cash buy-in, only sweat equity. I would hope that

members of FUNC would see that a significant "buy-in", like one day a month for three

years, will mean there is significant sway available for the cooperative to achieve

wonders.



10) What is your proposed

stewardship succession

plan?

Good question!

This is from our current establishing declaration:

3.02. Appointment of Successor Trustees. 

In the event of the resignation of Trustees, or in the event of the Trustee’s inability to

serve under the terms and conditions set forth..., the appointment of a successor for

the Trustee shall be determined by a Supermajority Cooperative Vote of Members.

(that is defined as: one member, one vote, general membership)

Nominations may come from within the Board, be made by Board Members, and may

also be made by a motion of any Three (3) Members. In only this Vote for Successor,

the resigning Trustee will have votes equivalent to ¼ (25%) of the number of eligible

votes, having twenty (20%) percent of the vote for appointment of a successor.

3.02.01. Election of Successor Trustees in the Case of Removal of Trustee. In the

event of the removal of Trustee for acts of fraud on the Trust or Breach of Contract-

criminal, by the Trust Protector pursuant to Section 3.14, any prior offers/contracts

made to a Successor Trustee by the removed Trustee will be voided/terminated. .....

[ in reading this now - I would propose this be reviewed. We have Bylaws, which

complement this document, where more governance details are outlined. 

I would propose that the process named above would happen at least a year before the

end of the term. Then the incoming Steward would have a year of overlapping duties

with the outgoing Steward, one year solo, and the next year with an incoming steward

again. 

I'd like to go through a lot of this with the broader membership. What I have now is

approved by current members, but will be opened up for a new review.

11) What are your strengths

(e.g, infrastructure, natural

resources, institutional

resources, social capital,

intellectual capital,

capabilities, etc.)?

We have gone through a gestation of working as a tight-knit cooperative. Many hopeful

ideals have been smashed and reformed, in regards to our understanding of human

nature within new forms of freedom for self-expression. We are learning how to look

after one another to achieve our goals, and intend to carry this learning through as we

assist others in reclaiming free will in their lives. 

We have connected with food producers across the whole State, and our name is

recognized widely. We have a reputation for standing behind good ideas that virtually

everyone is on board with: fresh local food and new economy.

I have studied diligently to discover ways to lawfully conduct the free-form fair trade

that was the intention years ago. We are prepared and putting these techniques into

practice. We will receive feedback from the outside regarding whether this goes

correctly or disastrously. We are outrageous enough to try new ways of doing

business, and perseverant enough to carry them through to discover their flaw or

beauty.

12) In what areas do you need

assistance (e.g,

infrastructure, natural

resources, institutional

resources, social capital,

intellectual capital,

capabilities, etc.)?

*Establishing effective, trustworthy fundraising techniques. While we provide bountiful

goodness in our community, we perpetually feel held back by resources. There is an

absence of flow back for our intangible benefits. While our concepts for fundraising

seem brilliant, simple things like inadequate payment processing for new projects can

make the pitch appear faulty to the viewer.

*Collaboration on new practices for Cooperatives, such that incoming members sense

that they are part of something grand. Sometimes introducing Cooperative culture to

newcomers, they feel we are making it all up, they don't trust it perhaps. Being part of a

global movement with common threads and themes will lend us credibility. 

*Marketing/promoting our work such that we receive the attentive support we require to

continue without becoming martyrs for our cause. How can we measure our effects on

the economy, health and well-being of our community. How does this compare against

public policies or other economic development? Let us destroy old paradigms and let

the light shine through to someone, that effective community organizing and resilient

effort will always trump some new scheme or “great idea”. Let us tell the story that this

is the path that our families have tread all along, searching for a bit of peace and

sharing enjoyment; what is our new story? What is everyone working for?



13) If there anything else that

you would like to tell us about

your site that these questions

have not covered, please

comment below.

You can't have FUNC without FUN. We are indeed the "FUN Cooperative."

Fertile because we love the land, we dig soil, we compost our dead norms, we are

brilliant.

Underground because the roots and mycelium moves and connects in ways few can

see.

Natural because we are common sense, founded within the Natural Law, the Golden

Rule.

Cooperative because working together in mutual service is the course we have chosen.

FUNC because we got a real type of thing going down, getting down.

(there's a whole lotta rhythm going round)

MAN because we are redefining our relations with structure and authority

MAN because I left a good job in the city...

and we're rolling, rolling, 

rolling on the river

If you come down to the river

I bet you gonna find some people who live

You don't have to worry if you got no money

People on the river are happy to give


